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Objectives: In Canada, and elsewhere, Indigenous people who use illicit drugs and/or alcohol (WUID/A) experience a disproportionate burden of HIV-related harm. This study examined HIV risk perceptions and behaviours among Indigenous people WUID/A living in the Downtown Eastside (DTES) and the policies and practices that shape inequities and vulnerabilities for them in HIV testing and treatment. Further, we aimed to situate the vulnerabilities of Indigenous people WUID/A in HIV care within the context of wider structural inequality and generate recommendations for culturally relevant and safe HIV treatment options.

Methods: This research employed an Indigenous-led community-based participatory approach using talking circles to explore experiences of Indigenous people living with HIV. Under the participatory research framework, community researchers led the study design, data collection, and analysis. Talking circles elicited participants’ experiences of HIV knowledge, testing, and treatment, and were audio-recorded and transcribed. Data were coded line-by-line and codes were organized into themes.

Results: Five key themes were identified via the talking circles: evolving HIV risk perceptions (e.g., HIV knowledge and testing, and “intentional exposure”); research as an avenue for HIV testing; HIV treatment and discussions about grief and loss; HIV-related stigma and discrimination; and the importance of culturally-relevant and safe HIV treatment options for Indigenous people WUID/A.

Discussion: Our work reveals that Indigenous people WUID/A do not have adequate access to HIV knowledge and education, often limiting their ability to access HIV testing and supports. Participant stories revealed both internalized and community stigma and discrimination, which at times compromised connection with participants’ home communities. Further, our findings point to a failure in the public health system to deliver accessible HIV information to Indigenous Peoples, hence, many participants have solely relied on participation in community-based research studies in the Downtown Eastside (DTES) for HIV education and knowledge. There is an urgent need for accessible, culturally safe, and community-based education and treatment options for Indigenous people WUID/A within HIV care.
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Abstract

**Objectives:** In Canada, and elsewhere, Indigenous people who use illicit drugs and/or alcohol (WUID/A) experience a disproportionate burden of HIV-related harm. This study examined HIV risk perceptions and behaviours among Indigenous people WUID/A living in the Downtown Eastside (DTES) and the policies and practices that shape inequities and vulnerabilities for them in HIV testing and treatment. Further, we aimed to situate the vulnerabilities of Indigenous people WUID/A in HIV care within the context of wider structural inequality and generate recommendations for culturally relevant and safe HIV treatment options.

**Methods:** This research employed an Indigenous-led community-based participatory approach using talking circles to explore experiences of Indigenous people living with HIV. Under the participatory research framework, community researchers led the study design, data collection, and analysis. Talking circles elicited participants’ experiences of HIV knowledge, testing, and treatment, and were audio-recorded and transcribed. Data were coded line-by-line and codes were organized into themes.

**Results:** Five key themes were identified via the talking circles: evolving HIV risk perceptions (e.g., HIV knowledge and testing, and “intentional exposure”); research as an avenue for HIV testing; HIV treatment and discussions about grief and loss; HIV-related stigma and discrimination; and the importance of culturally-relevant and safe HIV treatment options for Indigenous people WUID/A.

**Discussion:** Our work reveals that Indigenous people WUID/A do not have adequate access to HIV knowledge and education, often limiting their ability to access HIV testing and supports. Participant stories revealed both internalized and community stigma and discrimination, which at times compromised connection with participants’ home communities. Further, our findings point to a failure in the public health system to deliver accessible HIV information to Indigenous Peoples, hence, many participants have solely relied on participation in community-based research studies in the Downtown Eastside (DTES) for HIV education and knowledge. There is an urgent need for accessible, culturally safe, and community-based education and treatment options for Indigenous people WUID/A within HIV care.
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Across the globe, HIV-related health disparities and stigma among those living with or vulnerable to HIV infection, especially those who are also structurally vulnerable and marginalized, have been widely documented (Goldenberg et al., 2017; Goodyear & Cusick, 2007; Hatzenbuehler et al., 2011; Liamputtong, 2013; Shannon et al., 2008). Among those most affected by these HIV-related disparities and harms are Indigenous Peoples (Barker et al., 2019; Center for Disease Control and Prevention, 2017). These disparities and harms include, but are not limited to, higher mortality rates, lack of access to health services, and multi-layered experiences of stigma and discrimination (Woodgate et al., 2017). There are inextricable links between the social, economic, cultural, and political conditions—including racism and colonization—faced by Indigenous Peoples and the risk of HIV infection (Negin et al., 2015). Moreover, the everyday realities of Indigenous Peoples have not been adequately included in the global HIV response (HIV/AIDS and Indigenous Peoples, 2009; Ontario HIV Treatment Network, 2019).

In Canada, it is well recognized that Indigenous Peoples (First Nations, Inuit, and Métis) have inequitable access to healthcare, are overrepresented in the HIV epidemic, and experience a disproportionate burden of HIV-related harms (Barker et al., 2019; Negin et al., 2015; Woodgate et al., 2017). For example, although Indigenous people make up 4.9% of the total population in Canada (Statistics Canada, 2018), they account for approximately 11.3% of new HIV infections (Public Health Service Canada, 2018). Additionally, a small but growing body of evidence suggests that conventional approaches to HIV care, support, and treatment do not meet the unique cultural needs of Indigenous people living with HIV, contributing to poor health outcomes among this population (Jackson & Reimer, 2008; McCall & Lauridsen-Hoegh, 2014). Furthermore, past research has shown that Indigenous people who use illicit drugs and/or alcohol (WUID/A) face compounded stigma and discrimination in healthcare settings, which in turn leads to poorer access and care (Goodman et al., 2017), including treatment and care for substance use and HIV disease. By consequence, Indigenous people WUID/A often live with health challenges that go untreated, resulting in much preventable suffering, as well as a reluctance to seek care in the future.

While these studies importantly elucidate some of the reasons why conventional HIV care does not meet the needs of Indigenous Peoples, they do not focus exclusively on the unique experiences of Indigenous people WUID/A. Past research has shown that Indigenous people WUID/A face compounded stigma in healthcare settings leading to poorer access and care (Goodman et al., 2017). Drawing on a structural approach, we therefore examine and centre risk perceptions and behaviours among Indigenous people WUID/A.

The need to understand the perceptions of Indigenous people WUID/A is particularly important in Vancouver, Canada’s major western urban centre—home to the largest urban Indigenous population in British Columbia (BC; McCall & Lauridsen-Hoegh, 2014), most acutely visible in Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside (DTES; Statistics Canada, 2015). The DTES is a low-income neighbourhood that is a site of Canada’s largest street-based illicit drug scene, characterized by high rates of poverty, substance use, violence, homelessness, and, historically, the epidemic of HIV infection (BC Coroners Service, 2020; Hyshka et al., 2012; Werb et al., 2010; Wood & Kerr, 2006). Despite ongoing research...
efforts to understand the health inequities experienced by Indigenous Peoples, little is known about the distinct experiences of Indigenous people WUID/A in the context of accessing HIV testing and treatment and experiences of stigma and discrimination within their home communities. Given the ongoing challenges related to HIV among Indigenous Peoples in Canada, we aim to make room in academia for the prioritization of the voices of Indigenous people WUID/A in order to bring greater attention to cultural factors in HIV-related education, treatment, and care.

**Current Project**

This research was undertaken in Vancouver, BC, where there are approximately 14,000 Indigenous people, who account for 2.2% of the population (City of Vancouver, 2017). All participants involved in this research consisted of community members who identify as Indigenous people WUID/A living in the inner-city neighbourhood of Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside (DTES) with some also identifying as a person living with HIV. The DTES is characterized by high rates of poverty, homelessness, substance use, mental health issues, and violence, along with immense social and economic marginalization (Kazempiur & Halli, 2000; Miller et al., 2002; Shannon et al., 2008; Spittal et al., 2002; Werb et al., 2010; Wood & Kerr, 2006). The DTES is also home to at least one-third of the city’s total Indigenous population (Cardinal & Adin, 2005) and well known for its “open” drug scene (City of Vancouver, 2013).

**Conceptual Framework**

The research team for this project includes the Western Aboriginal Harm Reduction Society (WAHRS), and academic researchers from the British Columbia Center on Substance Use (BCCSU), as well as an Indigenous research coordinator. According to O’Brien et al. (2020), the leadership of Indigenous researchers necessitates culturally appropriate research and ensures the overall appropriateness, relevance, and success of a research project. Under the umbrella of Vancouver Area Network of Drug Users (VANDU), WAHRS is an Indigenous-led organization representing current or previous users of illicit drugs and or illicit alcohol. The organization is dedicated to harm reduction and improving the quality of life of other Indigenous people WUID/A. Their work involves the development of support, education, and training programs that reflect the values of Indigenous Peoples. Within the context of this project, WAHRS board members collaborated at all stages in the research design (e.g., research methodology, topic of interest, data collection and analysis, etc.) and are both community researchers and participants.

The BCCSU provided academic and research support and has a long-standing research relationship with the DTES community. The BCCSU partnered with WAHRS to conduct community-based research to explore their experiences with HIV. Following the principles of community-based participatory research and Indigenous methodologies, this project incorporates the values and beliefs of Indigenous people WUID/A in its design, methods, and analysis (Lavallée, 2009; Smith, 2013; Tuck, 2009), ensuring that the expertise, knowledge, and experiences of Indigenous people WUID/A were leveraged and respected (O’Brien et al., 2002). For this project, WAHRS board members had active roles as community researchers, and employed Indigenous ways of knowing and sharing throughout the project. Talking circles were used to explore and share personal experiences with HIV amongst peers.
This article is designed to illuminate the distinct experiences and perceptions of Indigenous people WUID/A vulnerable to HIV.

Methods

Eligibility and Recruitment

The methods used in this study have been described in detail in Goodman et al. (2017) and Goodman et al. (2018). A series of peer-facilitated talking circles were held to explore Indigenous community members’ experiences with HIV. Talking circles are a culturally appropriate research method grounded in Indigenous knowledge and reflect the values and beliefs of Indigenous communities (Lavallée, 2009; Smith, 2013). Talking circles were facilitated by two WAHRS board members (community researchers) and participation was open to the WAHRS membership. Individuals participated in one talking circle each. In total, 31 Indigenous people WUID/A participated in the talking circles. Talking circle participants were recruited using convenience sampling during the community organization’s weekly membership meetings through a draw-system, which was used to select a maximum of 10 participants for each talking circle. WAHRS board members contributed their own lived experiences during the talking circles. In total, three talking circles were completed, averaging 1 hour in length. Ethical approval was granted by the University of British Columbia Providence Healthcare Research Ethics Board.

Data Collection

During each talking circle, the research topic was introduced to the group by the facilitators, who then initiated the talking circle by sharing their personal experiences with HIV. An eagle feather, a cultural symbol signifying honour and respect, was chosen and used to guide the facilitation. If desired, participants were allowed to pass on speaking. Talking circles were audio recorded, transcribed verbatim, and reviewed for accuracy and preliminary themes by the community researchers and research coordinator.

Data Analysis

WAHRS board members participated in the research as community researchers. Qualitative analysis of the data was undertaken individually and as a group. First, we conducted a detailed review of the transcripts. Preliminary themes and descriptive quotes emerged and were presented to the WAHRS Board for review. Each transcript was read aloud by the research team and then coded line-by-line by hand to identify key themes and recommendations. WAHRS presented a summary of the analysis and findings to a large membership meeting attended by 35 members. Members were encouraged to provide insight on the research topic and findings, as well as to contribute to the recommendations.

Data was broadly reviewed by an Indigenous researcher from the BCCSU for the purpose of drafting an academic peer-reviewed research article. Numerous joint meetings were held with WAHRS board members to share, discuss, and revise the manuscript. Manuscript meetings were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim by the first author. The first author reviewed the transcripts to ensure the community researchers’ voices were accurately represented in the writing of this article.
Findings

The data derived from the talking circles elucidated considerable misinformation about HIV and a lack of culturally safe and accessible HIV-related education. Leading themes that emerged from participant narratives included evolving HIV risk perceptions (e.g., HIV knowledge and testing, and “intentional exposure”), research as an avenue for HIV testing, changing experiences with HIV treatment, HIV-related stigma and discrimination, and culturally safe and community-based HIV education. Participants also emphasized their experiences of grief and loss, HIV-related stigma and discrimination, and the importance of accessible and culturally safe treatment options. Participants all self-identified as Indigenous (n = 31) and cisgender: men (n = 18), women (n = 13).

Evolving HIV Risk Perceptions

The DTES and Evolving HIV-Related Knowledge

Several participants’ narratives reflected common misconceptions about HIV and people living with HIV. However, a noticeable feature of participants’ life stories was the changing knowledge and perceptions of HIV after moving to Vancouver—particularly after moving to the DTES. In general, most participants spoke about their initial lack of knowledge and information about HIV and how it is transmitted. For example, a female participant explained her early perceptions of HIV transmission:

But yeah it was kind of a shocker to me what HIV was, as it was kinda like um, like oh my god you know, don’t touch a person or, even breathe in the same air. (Female participant #1, Talking Circle #3)

Two other participants shared related misconceptions about “catching” HIV, which led some to believe they were not at risk for acquiring HIV. First, a male participant talked about his initial perception of how HIV was contracted:

And uh, when I first heard of HIV like they said you can get it from uh a lion or a, a monkey. That’s where it came from. The jungles. And I used to think about that, if that’s true. And uh, everybody kept saying yeah you can catch it from monkeys. (Male participant #1, Talking Circle #3)

Second, a participant noted that she used to think she could contract HIV by touching someone with the virus:

When I first came to Vancouver … I used to be scared to even like, stand beside somebody who had it. ‘Cause, they said, contract the, [inaudible] contract like, like through the air by touching anybody. [It has] to be like through sex and stuff like that. I understand—Like I, read a lot about that. (Female participant #2, Talking Circle #3)

Another participant explained how when she first moved to Vancouver, HIV transmission was primarily seen as a “man-to-man thing.”
My experience with HIV was, years ago when I first came to the street here, like near the beginning, when the people started getting it, and blamed it on like man-to-man type thing. And it was a very, you know, they weren’t telling much people about what it was and stuff like that. (Female participant #4, Talking Circle #2)

Despite originally having limited knowledge about HIV, several participants talked about their evolving understanding of HIV transmission and people living with HIV after moving to the DTES. For many of the participants their perception of HIV changed over a period of time and several participants talked about how their personal stereotypes and stigma toward people living with HIV shifted throughout their lifetime:

Anyways, I used to be scared to get this ’cause at the time, I thought the only way to contact HIV was only through sex okay. Now I know different. It’s important that we uh, we tell people about other ways to get uh HIV ’cause at the time I never knew. (Female participant #1, Talking Circle #1)

**Risk Behaviour and HIV Testing**

HIV risk perceptions varied among participants. Although many of the participants perceived themselves to be low risk for contracting HIV, some went on to describe themselves as “lucky” given their ongoing engagement in high-risk behaviours. Further, many of those who engaged in ongoing risk behaviour resorted to frequent testing in response. For example, a male participant explained he was lucky given his “risky behaviours” (e.g., drug use):

I’ve been lucky so far that, it hasn’t happened to me [contracting HIV]. Um, I’ve been blessed not to, have gotten it. Uh, even though, through the risky behaviours of, [inaudible] there on, drugs or whatever. (Male participant #1, Talking Circle #1)

Another participant expressed similar feelings about being “lucky” despite being a person who injects drugs:

But uh yeah I been pretty lucky I haven’t caught it [HIV] because I’m uh, oh I inject. And uh, and I, and I get, and I get checked out every three months so. (Male participant #3, Talking Circle #1)

A female participant explained that she feels “lucky” that she has not contracted the virus because she has shared needles with a person with HIV:

You know some of the people that I shared uh needles with, some of them has uh are not around. They contracted HIV and they’re gone right. That’s why I’m so lucky to be here. I don’t have nothing. (Female participant #3, Talking Circle #3)

Higher perceived risk of HIV transmission was often associated with sexual risk behaviours and for some prompted regular HIV testing. Although participants were well aware of the risks, some persisted in engaging in riskier behaviours, but also went for HIV testing frequently. This was the case for one participant who regularly practices unsafe sex:
You know what, you might think I’m crazy but I still have practised unsafe sex eh. Because I’m not that type of person who will use it [safe sex supplies]. And um, I don’t know if I’m playing with fire, but I get tested every four months, and I’m always negative. (Male participant #6, Talking Circle #1)

**Intentional Exposure**

Interestingly, two participants described incidents of “intentional exposure” to the HIV virus. First, the above participant explained that he tried to “get HIV” so he could be eligible for Disability Assistance—government financial assistance for those living with a disability:

You know. Like I tried my hardest to get HIV for 2 years. And I didn’t get it. You know I kept going getting tested. (Male participant #6, Talking Circle #1)

A male participant discussed a similar dynamic with a former roommate:

And he ended up acquiring it, quite frankly because the church that he was part of, looked down upon homosexuality. It wasn’t allowed. You’re not allowed to have a partner. So he actually [inaudible] went out to the go get, HIV. Like unsafe stuff uh, known sexual meeting places for anonymous sex. He would frequent those so that he could catch it ‘cause he hated himself so much. Which was—That’s how he explained it to me. (Male Participant #5, Talking Circle #1)

**Research as an Avenue for HIV Testing**

Several participants discussed how involvement with research studies in the DTES was a central avenue for HIV testing and, for some, these research studies have become both a source of supplemental income (i.e., via participant honoraria) and an ongoing source of routine testing. Five participants routinely accessed an ongoing local cohort study as a first point of contact for HIV testing. A male participant stated:

I heard about HIV but, not that much. And uh, but then after that I start to get like—I didn’t want to get it [HIV] so, tested like twice a year, like at [clinic name]. (Male participant #2, Talking Circle #1)

Ongoing involvement with research studies then became a place where participants could access yearly HIV testing:

I go to [name of clinic] every 6 months for blood tests. And, if um, they don’t get a hold of you in a couple weeks that means you’re uh okay I guess. (Female participant #4, Talking Circle 3)

General HIV knowledge and access to HIV testing was sometimes associated with research incentives in the DTES. By engaging those living in the DTES with research incentives, residents’ engagement and linkage to HIV testing improved. A participant explained that moving to the DTES exposed her to a lot of “firsts”—including HIV testing:

My first HIV testing was here in the Downtown Eastside when they did the “blowout.” You get the 5-dollar Army & Navy. (Female participant #1, Talking Circle 2)
Similarly, another participant, who identified as a sex worker, explained that she did not know much about HIV until she accessed services from a van ran by those leading a research study on sex work. She stated:

Yeah I didn’t know too much about HIV either but uh, because of the line of work I am in—I work on the streets right but anyways, I’ve known a couple girls that have HIV. And um because I just started hanging around down here and um, hanging around the corner and then a van pulled up … so they said oh here, we’ll give you a card, you go, test yourself. (Female participant #2, Talking Circle #1)

Here she explains that this research incentive has led to other “girls” [sex workers] receiving regular HIV treatment:

They [research staff] drive around maybe once or twice a week and they hand out tickets for the girls to come in and get themselves checked out. Which is a good way of doing it because if you didn’t have that incentive, they wouldn’t do it. (Female participant #2, Talking Circle #1)

HIV Treatment and Discussions About Grief and Loss

Participants discussed three major themes related to experiences with HIV treatment. First, they talked about resistance to engaging with HIV treatment (e.g., taking medication). Subsequently, stories of grief and loss were prevalent in their stories. The success stories of those taking medication, in more recent years, also emerged as a major theme in their narratives.

Experiences with HIV Treatment

Many participants commented on experiences they have had with a friend or family member living with HIV who had chosen not to take medication. A female participant said, “when I moved down here I found out my friend of mine, had HIV and she wasn’t taking her medication” (Female participant #3, Talking Circle #1). Another participant discussed how her family member agreed to take treatment only after they got “too sick”:

I have a family member that’s HIV. And I’ve kept after her to get the treatments right. ’Cause there is treatment … I know it doesn’t cure it completely but you can uh, get these treatments. I kept after her. No way she wouldn’t do it. Until she really, really got too sick. So that’s when she decided to take the treatment. So, I think it’s important that we uh, tell our members about. (Female participant #1, Talking Circle #1)

Participants also described experiences of their loved ones “surviving” for long periods of time without receiving treatment:

I have had friends that have had HIV for a long time—20 years. Maybe more than 20 years … they still live. I don’t see why you know. They survived, but they don’t take medication. (Male participant #4, Talking Circle #1)
Participants also commonly expressed that they witnessed loved ones die due to avoiding treatment and medication:

That was sad to watch him. You know. Didn’t really know about HIV/AIDS. Or heroin before I came to Vancouver. Everybody’s on heroin or whatever right. Or methadone so. Just kinda sad to watch somebody that you did know in their last stage of HIV, and dying ’cause they just want it. (Female participant #5, Talking Circle #3)

Participants also shared more recent stories of treatment success—in that either themselves or loved ones were successful in maintaining HIV treatment. A male participant described his past roommate’s experiences with HIV treatment:

Thing is though, that I’m impressed with is, whatever happened, his count went down enough—I mean, when I was his roommate, that was like in 1992. And now we’re talking 2013 and he’s still alive and well. You know. And doing really “good.” I mean he looks fantastic. (Male participant #5, Talking Circle #1)

Here, a male participant described his journey in becoming “undetectable”—when the viral load of a person living with HIV cannot be detected by a blood test:

Ten years ago, I had full blown AIDS. They said I had 4 weeks to live. Now, I’m undetectable. They gave me experimental drugs. Like I was a guinea pig. That fucking near killed me … But it cured me of AIDS. I’m still alive. And I’m undetectable now. Which doesn’t mean much. Just AIDS is gone that’s all. (Male participant #2, Talking #2)

**Grief and Loss**

HIV-related grief and loss was an overwhelming theme in participants’ narratives. Participants who witnessed a loved one experiencing health decline or passing often mentioned that their loved one was not taking their medication. Many participants had experiences of knowing a friend or family member dealing with HIV-related complications. A male participant reported:

My last friend, she was a woman eh. And so she died of AIDS man. She went from 160 pounds to 120 pounds, 90 pounds and that was it for her. (Male participant #4, Talking Circle #1)

Another noted:

But I know people who’ve had it and, I’ve lost a lot of friends. Lots of friends over the years from it [HIV]. (Male participant #1, Talking Circle #1)

The emotional context facing family members supporting loved ones was profound. A female participant shared her story of witnessing the declining health of her nephew and sister:

And, not only that like, my nephew, my sister’s stepson he’s in the hospital. He’s dying of HIV. He was in St. Paul’s. We didn’t know for a long time where he was and finally found out. I’m scared, like I am scared to go visit him … ’cause like he’s lost a lot of weight and then, for my sister like, I don’t know. It is very hard like you know, for people that have sickness and then I’ve
known like a lot of people that have HIV are my friends. (Female participant #2, Talking Circle #3)

HIV-Related Stigma and Discrimination

Stigma and discrimination caused significant barriers to support for Indigenous people living with HIV. Participants spoke about receiving limited support from peers, family, and community, as well as isolation and social rejection, after being identified as a person living with HIV. Some participants shared their personal stories of fearing or experiencing rejection from people in their social networks. The following participant shared his experience of being rejected by his family when he was diagnosed with HIV:

I miss my hugs from my kids when it—I had the HIV. They found out. No more hugs. No more jumping up [for] me and my kids. Go to my family’s, I got my own cups, spoons stuff like this put away eh. It’s their house [inaudible] go by their rules. … So uneducated. (Male participant #4, Talking Circle #2)

Internalized HIV-related stigma and discrimination prevented some participants from disclosing their HIV status to their families:

And, none of my brothers, sister know, that I, got HIV. And none of my families, three families, know that I got HIV. ‘Cause I never talk to ‘em, since I found out 15 years ago I, kept it to myself. I just thought I was gonna die and, now I’m okay about it. (Female participant #4, Talking Circle #2)

Participants also encountered stigma and discrimination on a broader community level. One participant talked about his fear of “banishment” from his home First Nations community and family due to his HIV status:

And um, people’s frame of mind back then was that um, and um my fear was to get banished from my reservation eh. Or even my number one fear was getting banished from my family. (Male participant #6, Talking Circle #1)

Another participant expressed a comparable experience with stigma and blame in his home community.

Once it [HIV] got into the reserves … it did spread. And a lot of finger-pointing and, blaming and, uh anybody who came from, somewhere else, was likely the most—was a likely suspect who brought it in. (Male participant #1, Talking Circle #1)

Culturally Safe and Community-Based HIV Education

Participant’s commonly positioned HIV education as inaccessible to residents of the DTES and offered criticisms and insights about the delivery of HIV-related information and services. A female participant noted that while health educators provide HIV education to community organizations, there is a lack of education for those who do not regularly access these organizations—namely for “people on the street”:
Education is really needed down here [DTES]. You know ‘cause, I walk the streets up here and you know, they’re talking about AIDS and HIV, and it’s just such bad stuff that they’re saying. You know like. No education. You know I think we need to start educating the people on the street. Not just the people come into our organizations [Vancouver Area Network of Drug Users], that’s all we know. But there’s people who don’t come to these places. … People that need to be educated, so you know that stigma’s not out there and that hatred. (Female participant #1, Talking Circle #2)

She also noted the ways in which HIV education can be more accessible to those living in the DTES:

When people don’t know the ignorance of people, who don’t know about HIV, it needs to be told, maybe in a safe, clean way. You know like, it doesn’t have to be you know “mumbo jumbo” … just something plain and simple. That it can be told to the people on the streets. In our kind of language. In the, you know, the street language of the “Downtown Eastside language.” (Female participant #1, Talking Circle #2)

Further, some participants talked about the importance of delivering information in an accessible and culturally safe way for Indigenous Peoples. One woman shared her idea of an accessible Indigenous-specific cultural resource:

I mean I wish they would find a way to, bring us information that we can enjoy reading. You know maybe pictures, cartoons. I dunno. Something that we can, that catches our eye. That, um maybe, cultural. In a cultural way maybe, if we could get something for, Aboriginal people to read. (Female participant #1, Talking Circle #4)

She also noted that accessible HIV-related information should be “something easier for us to access, knowledge and current knowledge … ‘Cause things change. Things change. With treatment.” Further, as a female participant nicely summarizes, “The more you know, the more better, better off you are” (Female participant #3, Talking Circle #2).

Discussion

The knowledge and experiences of Indigenous people WUID/A living in the DTES of Vancouver, BC, provide valuable insights regarding everyday HIV risk behaviours and HIV-related perceptions. The intersecting issues affecting many of the Indigenous people in this study, including discrimination, marginalization, and substance use, are the result of the legacy of racism and colonialism in Canada. These intersecting issues also contribute to disparities in HIV knowledge, prevention, and support, which not only impact access to HIV knowledge and testing, but also limit engagement with and access to HIV treatment and care. Some participants also experienced HIV-related stigma and discrimination within their own First Nations communities, as well as profound experiences of trauma related to grief and loss. At the same time, while our findings further demonstrate that Indigenous people WUID/A have gained better access to HIV testing and supports, enhanced access to culturally safe and community-based education and treatment options still needs to be prioritized.

In order to investigate the experiences of Indigenous people WUID/A, who are vulnerable to HIV, we must first understand the ongoing systemic impacts of colonization on Indigenous Peoples’ health.
Previous research on this impact has revealed that colonization continues to shape Indigenous lives and health in complex ways, and this remains true for experiences with HIV prevention and treatment (Allan & Smylie, 2015; Loppie Reading & Wien, 2013). Subsequently, the impacts of colonization are integral to discussions surrounding Indigenous Peoples’ experiences and, in this case, are central to the discussion surrounding Indigenous people WUID/A and HIV. Without this understanding and articulation, Indigenous Peoples’ experiences of structural violence, racism, and social and health inequities are reinforced (Adelson, 2004).

Health inequities experienced by Indigenous Peoples (e.g., inadequate access to healthcare services, higher morbidity and mortality rates, etc.) are linked to the intergenerational and continuing impacts of colonization, including the residential school experience, overrepresentation in the child welfare system, ongoing colonial policies (i.e., the Indian Act), and the Sixties Scoop (Allan & Smylie, 2015; Goodman et al., 2017; HIV/AIDS and Indigenous Peoples, 2009; Loppie Reading & Wien, 2013; Negin et al., 2015). Prior studies have shown how experiences with colonial trauma can shape HIV risk among Indigenous Peoples (Bingham et al., 2014; Negin et al., 2015). For example, a study looking at the HIV infection risk among Indigenous women engaged in street-based sex work found that intergenerational trauma was a contributing factor (Bingham et al., 2014). Research has linked poorer health outcomes among Indigenous people, particularly those living with HIV, compared to non-Indigenous groups, with poor health most often stemming from the impacts of marginalization, colonization, and ongoing colonial practices that perpetuate state violence (Barker et al., 2019; HIV/AIDS and Indigenous Peoples, 2009; Negin et al., 2015; Woodgate et al., 2017).

Our findings importantly highlighted that Indigenous people WUID/A in Vancouver do experience disparities in access to HIV prevention (i.e., education and testing), uptake of HIV care, and treatment outcomes. However, changes in HIV-related knowledge were associated with improvements in HIV treatment access and treatment acceptance. This finding is consistent with previous research that has linked increases in HIV knowledge to reductions in HIV risk behaviours (De Santis et al., 2017). For Indigenous Peoples, the lack of engagement with HIV treatment (i.e., taking medication) has been recognized as a common experience (Barker et al., 2019; Milloy et al., 2016). Participants revealed that insufficient knowledge about HIV may discourage people from accessing appropriate HIV testing. Similarly, previous research reported low levels of knowledge about HIV among Indigenous youth and their parents, often leading to reduced prevention and testing (Fagan & McDonell, 2010; Mitchell et al., 2004; Negin et al., 2015).

However, we also found that, in recent years, there has been significant improvement in HIV knowledge, as well as the uptake of HIV testing and treatment among Indigenous people WUID/A (Barker et al., 2019). While many participants described their loved ones “falling ill” from HIV, recent accounts of success stories affirm epidemiological evidence suggesting improved uptake of HIV testing and medication access among Indigenous people WUID/A (Martin et al., 2011; Milloy et al., 2016; Montaner et al., 2014; Negin et al., 2015). We also attribute this finding to the fact that the DTES was the centre of a massive epidemic, leading to considerable HIV testing services being put in place, and the raising HIV awareness among residents. This finding further demonstrates that healthcare systems have denied equitable access to life-saving information to Indigenous communities.
The positive impact of access and adherence to antiretroviral therapy (ART) on rates of morbidity and mortality among people living with HIV has been well established (Martin et al., 2011; Milloy et al., 2016; Montaner et al., 2014; Negin et al., 2015). However, marginalized people living with HIV, including Indigenous Peoples, face significant barriers in accessing these treatments (Barker et al., 2019). Our findings further demonstrate that tailored interventions can improve the health and well-being for those who face intersecting barriers to HIV treatment, such as racism, substance use, sexism, transphobia, etc. (De Santis et al., 2017; Price et al., 2018; Wolfe et al., 2010). Culturally tailored interventions have been developed to increase access to life-saving treatments for Indigenous people living with HIV, for example, collaborative approaches involving Indigenous communities’ participation prioritizes relationship building, community readiness, trauma-informed care, and integration of traditional Indigenous healing practices (Jongbloed et al., 2019; Larcombe et al., 2019; Pearson et al., 2020; Worthington et al., 2020).

Despite improvements in HIV screening and testing, studies suggest that disparate HIV risk perception among marginalized peoples is associated with high rates of HIV risk behaviours (De Santis et al., 2017; Montaner et al., 2014; Negin et al., 2015). For Indigenous people WUID/A, high-risk behaviours often stem from the systemic impacts of colonization and discrimination (Barker et al., 2019; Milloy et al., 2016; Negin et al., 2015; Woodgate et al., 2017).

Interestingly, several participants’ stories reveal that those engaged in high-risk behaviours were more likely to get tested in response. Moreover, participants’ involvement with community-based research projects also contributed to an increase in HIV testing. Previous studies have discussed the role of research studies as being an important access point for healthcare (Sacristán et al., 2016). However, the reliance on research sites for testing in this instance does raise questions about the reach of conventional public health services that are designed to deliver HIV testing to marginalized populations. The reliance on research sites for testing may point to mistrust in healthcare systems that hinder access for many Indigenous people due to stigma and racism that stems from the enduring impacts of colonialism (Goodman et al., 2017).

While HIV-related stigma and discrimination is common among all people living with HIV, a higher level of HIV-related stigma and discrimination is typically experienced by Indigenous Peoples, due to a complex set of historical, political, and cultural factors (BC Office of the Provincial Health Officer, 2009; Reading et al., 2013; Woodgate et al., 2017). Some participants shared stories of facing stigma and discrimination within their own families and communities, much of which appeared to be rooted in a lack of knowledge about HIV transmission (e.g., you can’t hug an HIV positive person). Research has shown that stigma and discrimination are often intensified in smaller communities—further preventing people from seeking HIV testing (Heckman et al., 1998; Orchard et al., 2010). Stigma is even more compounded for Indigenous women who experience gender discrimination, racism, and socioeconomic disadvantage (Ship & Norton, 2000). Additionally, prior research has shown that those with internalized HIV stigma may have decreased confidence in their ability to adhere to HIV treatment regimens (Seghatolesi et al., 2017).

Several participants shared stories of trauma related to the grief and loss of loved ones. Past work has also revealed how Indigenous Peoples have experienced overwhelming collective trauma as the result of ongoing systemic oppression and discrimination rooted in colonialism and colonial institutions (Allan &
Smylie, 2015; Loppie Reading & Wien, 2013). Colonization and forced assimilation have fundamentally shifted and complicated how Indigenous Peoples experience the grieving process due to a history of multiple stressors, including, but not limited to, residential school experience (Spiwak et al., 2012). This intergenerational trauma has sometimes been referred to as a “soul wound” (Duran et al., 1998) with psychological symptoms (i.e., pain, suffering, and guilt) that are part of Survivor syndrome (Spiwak et al., 2012). Moreover, in many cases, HIV-related grief and bereavement can create significant mental health needs among people living with HIV, despite advancements in HIV treatment (Sikkeman et al., 2003).

Given that grief and loss related to HIV may serve to compound existing collective trauma resulting from colonialism, it is important that healthcare providers understand and recognize the value of trauma-based approaches in Indigenous models of care (Jongbloed et al., 2019; McCall & Lauridsen-Hoegh, 2014; Pearson et al., 2020). Our findings further emphasize the urgent need for HIV treatment and care programs to explicitly respond to the culturally specific needs of Indigenous people WUID/A by recognizing and attending to the complex relationship between trauma, grief, and systemic oppression (McCall & Lauridsen-Hoegh, 2014; Pearson et al., 2019).

Our findings further suggest that current models of HIV screening, treatment, and care must expand efforts to develop or adapt interventions addressing intergenerational trauma and recognize the intricate relationship between trauma and systemic oppression. The importance of delivering community-based and culturally specific education and safe treatment is consistent with previous work that recognized the success of this strategy (Bingham et al., 2014; Canadian Aboriginal AIDS Network [CAAN], 2021; Flicker et al., 2015; Hillier et al., 2020; Jongbloed et al., 2019; Majumdar et al., 2004; Ontario HIV Treatment Network, 2019; Reading et al., 2013). Consistent with the recommendations from CAAN (2021), support for Indigenous people living with HIV demands meaningful and culturally relevant interventions. Culturally safe care and interventions should include more Indigenous healthcare staff, cultural opportunities in the form of traditional wellness practices, and the use of Elders to provide emotional support (Reading et al., 2013). Importantly, these interventions must be rooted in a culturally safe, trauma-informed, and patient-centred perspective (McCall & Lauridsen-Hoegh, 2014). Notably, a research project that generated 29 HIV-related funding and policy recommendations directly from the lived experiences of Indigenous people living with HIV stressed the vital importance of improving access to culturally appropriate care and services (Hillier et al., 2020). Our findings further emphasize the needs for accessible harm reduction services and peer-led groups to explicitly respond to the culturally specific needs of Indigenous people WUID/A who are vulnerable to HIV.

Further, it is important to consider when exploring culturally safe HIV care, including HIV-related research, that conventional scientific HIV research approaches are often not consistent with Indigenous ways of knowing and epistemologies and, as such, do not sufficiently address the needs of Indigenous people living with HIV (Ryan et al., 2020). Indigenous epistemological and ontological considerations are necessary for culturally safe care and, thus, would allow Indigenous people living with HIV to exercise more self-determination, control, and autonomy of their own health services, including HIV prevention strategies (Flicker et al., 2019, Nowgesic, 2010; Ryan et al., 2020).

Throughout the talking circles, participants spoke about the significance of “reaching people on the street,” namely, creating accessible and adequate HIV-related education for people experiencing
homelessness. Research involving children experiencing homelessness reveals that peer education methods are a successful approach to increasing and improving knowledge and attitudes toward HIV (Khezri et al., 2019). As previously stated, as part of a tailored and multipronged approach for community-based and led interventions, strategies must be embedded and informed by the varied experiences of Indigenous people WUID/A.

Our study has some limitations. First, our research is limited to those experiences of a unique group of Indigenous people WUID/A associated with a community-led organization, and thus may not extend to all Indigenous Peoples. However, it is important to note that our findings may extend to other colonized settings (e.g., Australia and New Zealand), where Indigenous people experience similar health disparities (Negin et al., 2015; Shea et al., 2011). Further, our study does not capture the unique lived experiences of Indigenous women, queer, and two-spirit people living with HIV and, thus, warrants further investigation.

**Conclusion**

These findings illustrate an urgent need to address the social structural inequalities faced by Indigenous people WUID/A in relation to HIV that have arisen out of colonialism. The further development of culturally tailored strategies and programs that are directly informed by the diverse experiences of Indigenous people WUID/A hold promise for achieving effective HIV prevention, treatment, and care efforts. Despite efforts to increase HIV education, testing, and treatment, the health disparities and inequities faced by Indigenous people WUID/A have increased in recent years. Continued efforts by those in the healthcare sector must include a critical examination of the root causes of health and healthcare inequities among Indigenous people WUID/A within historical, socio-political, and cultural contexts.
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